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PTCC-2017 -TRAVEL  
GROUP A  
54 images from 18 members  
 
 
01 - Arched Passageway in Siena, Italy.jpg  

Just needs some cropping  
 
02 - Balcony in Havana, Cuba.jpg  

top contender / wonderful color  
 
03 - Bixby Bridge from Old Coast Road.jpg  

the image is seen well -- just maybe too much "processing " for my taste  
 
04 - BOY WITH HIS SLED DOG PUP.jpg  

Great capture --  
 
05 - Cana Island lighthouse.jpg  
 
 
06 - Canyonlands Through Mesa Arch.jpg  

Top framing of the subject -- good exposure  
 
07 - Carnivale Characters,Venice, Italy.jpg  

Wonderful triplet -- Wish it was single images .. Top photo for sure .. 
 
08 - Centennial Bridge, Cottage Grove, Oregon.jpg  

A just a bit of crop and contrast needed  
 
09 - decorated bait shack-portsmouth harbor-portsmouth new hampshire.jpg  

A little tighter & this fine image would be in the top 3 
 
10 - Diamond Head from Spalding Museum.jpg  

I see two photos in one -- Can see what your are trying to deliver -- just need to recompose .. well 
exposed .. 

 
11 - EarthGoddess - Atlanta Botanical Garden.jpg  

Nicely seen -- and well exposed.... 
 
12 - Eastern State Penitentiary Infirmary.jpg  

This one really caught my eye --- just needs a some tender contrast applied and move your lens 
up a bit .. this would be in the top 3  

 
13 - Elephants meander near Okavanga Delta, Botswana, Africa.jpg  

Would require a very large print to view the elephants -- but within a photo story ( and 
additional closer images ) -- would be superb.  Really reveals the vast Delta ~! 
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14- Evening concert in Foster Gardens - Honolulu.jpg  
More of a keepsake photo -- to remember the gathering  

 
15 - Fall at the Homestead on Highway 395 in Nevada.jpg  

Work on the light/contrast in CS -- lots going on in this image -just needs a edit.. 
 
16 - Garrapata Sea Arch - Big Sur, CA.jpg  
 
 
17 - GHOSTLY REFLECTION .jpg  

Like this one a lot -- good imagination and bringing your idea to a image  
 
18 - Go On Vacation, Come Back On Probation- Seligman, Arizona, Route 66.jpg  

NIce comp :-)  -- looks like flash on camera exposure --though  
 
19 - Google campus T-rex and twirling flamingos, a warning not to become obsolete, Mountain 
View.jpg  

Just needs some cropping -- moving around slightly -before the click .. nice abstract ... 
 
20 - Gunotsoga Primary School children, Kazane, Botswana, Africa.jpg  

WOW -- crop and a little lighting edit -- a wonderful image  
 
21 - Hackberry.jpg  

Wish we had a chance for a tie in 2nd place  
 
22 - HMS Minnow, Portsmouth, England.jpg  

Just needs a crop ---or angle to another approach ..its all there -- just didn't keep my eye in the 
frame .. 

 
23 - Honolulu Skyline from Spalding Museum.jpg  

NIce view -- good framing  
 
24 - In the marketplace, Antigua, Guatemala.jpg  

Perfect turn of the head ..well exposed --  
 
25- Inbound and Outbound Metrolink to Paddington Station, London.jpg  

nice exposure -- just the right highlights  
 
26 - India's parakeet perched on one of India's temples.jpg  

Good colour and eye  
 
27 - Joshua Tree`s And Under the Star`s.jpg  

Beautiful compostition -- maybe a touch of dodging the clouds ever so lightly ..a winner  
 
28 - Kayaking Glacier Bay, Alaska.jpg  

Winner   
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29 - Land`s End Labyrinth, San Francisco.jpg   
Nice shot -- love the wide angle with the bridge just in the distance  

 
31 Late Spring Snow in Yellowstone National Park 

Looks cold and maybe a little rushed .. but hey they are moving bison .. not going to give you a 
second chance .... 

 
32 - Louvre Museum and Pyramid, Paris, France.jpg 

Nicely seen -- just a bit of cropping -- if viewed as 8X -- a large print would work .. 
 
33 - Milwaukee Art Museum.jpg 

Every thing lined up ==clouds and art -- just right  
 
34- Multnomah Falls, Oregon.jpg  

Nice capture -- right choice for shutter .. 
 
37 - Old Barn in the Paluse, Washington State.jpg 

Just a touch of lighting on the barn -- this was my tie for second place  
 
38 - Palm to Pines Hwy 74 - Palm Desert,  CA.jpg 

Nice composition -- just the right exposure foreground & distance ..  
 
39 - Palouse Country.jpg 
 
 
40 - Praying outside St. Francis Church, Antigua, Guatemala..jpg 
 
 
41 - rural new england barns near kents corner vermont.jpg 

Just the right clouds to accent a beautiful setting ...  
 
42 - San Jose Mission water & washing fountain and a Camino Real bell.jpg 

a little too dark to convey the water droplets and the structures .... but the angle is right ...  
 
43 - Seattle's Space Needle from the Chihuly Gardens grounds.jpg 

Like this one -- nice exposure to hold the objects ..  
 
44 - Springtime in Grand Teton National Park, Jackson Wyoming.jpg 

Can see why they are so inviting -- nice framing and exposure   
 
45 - Still a good way to go, Truckee, CA.jpg 

I love trains -- fun shot .. nice crop  
 
46 - Studio 16 - Cerritos, NM.jpg 

Nicely framed -- nothing missing -- keep my eye in the frame   
 
47 - Sundial Bridge.jpg 

Clouds helping with the angle of the bridge -- nice framing   
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48 - Sunset at Guanajuato, Mexico.jpg  
Wonderful use of the height of the Catherdral -- and framing GTO   

 
49 - Sunset on Lake Tahoe.jpg  

Good use of the horizontals  -- rock drawing one in to point on the shore   
 
50 - Tending the traps-winter harbor maine.jpg  

Love all the colour on a otherwise drab scene ... 
 
51 - The Belfry of Bruges, Belgium.jpg  

Classic shot --- everything falls into a nice view  
 
52 - TUNNEL VIEW TOURISTS.jpg  

The Kiss of the Bridal Falls -- sure someone would love a print of that   
 
53- Tunnel View, Yosemite National Park, California.jpg  

Taken from that spot many a time -- this is glorious ..loved that you kept the highlights of the 
snow -- masterpiece ... 

 
54 - Vancouver Harbor .jpg  

Good Travel brochure shot -- definitely would attract me to the Harbor  
 
55 - Wedding at Taughannock Falls NY.jpg  

Rough exposure --and you pulled it off well   
 
56- Winter Morning in Venice, Italy.jpg  

Classic shot of a Historical canal -- nice framing  
 
57- Yaquina Head Lighthouse, Oregon.jpg  

Usually don't like "bullseye" objects --but this is placed just right      
 
 
Winning Images: 
 
Honorable Mention:  

Garrapata Sea Arch - Big Sur, CA.jpg 
Honorable Mention:  

Cana Island lighthouse.jpg 
3rd Place 

Palouse Country  
2nd Place:  

Kayaking Glacier Bay, Alaska.jpg 
1st Place:  

Praying outside St. Francis Church, Antigua, Guatemala..jpg 


